DVD NEW RELEASES

Pre-order date: Aug. 15, 2006
Street date: Aug. 29, 2006

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
Glorious Images Set to Enchanting Music
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL:
The National Forests of Utah
View DVD #2081 – List Price $14.98
America The Beautiful: The National Forests of Utah is a wonderful montage
of Utah’s magnificent western terrain, from the dry desert ground to the grand
peaks of mountaintops and the beautiful animals of the wild. A medley of
spectacular footage featuring some of Utah’s fifteen million acres of national
forests that spread along the state’s 53 million acres of land with inspiring
views of many of the 48 species of trees that cover a third of the state.
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“Experience the beauty of snow-capped peaks,
glistening waterfalls and untapped wilderness.”
– All Movie Guide

H

While being entranced by the lovely images moving across the screen, the background is set to the superb sounds of classical music by Rachmaninov, Gounod,
Adam and other distinguished and renowned composers. The breathtaking
scenes and delightful classical sounds are a pleasure
for the eyes and ears.
DVD BONUS FEATURES
“…journey to spectacular and diverse sights of Utah.”
–Billboard Magazine
®

“Armchair travelers, your ship has come in!”
–The Toronto Sun

Ablaze with color… alive with sound…
a visual and musical journey
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Bonus Relaxation Music
Utah Resource Guide
Utah National Forest Guide
Utah State Symbols
DVD Recommendations
Dolby Stereo Audio

ISBN 0-8030-2081-3
®

30 minutes plus bonus features
VIEW DVD #2081 $14.98
VIEW VHS #1081 $9.98
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AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL:
The Natural Splendor of Florida
THE

View DVD #2082 – List Price $14.98
America The Beautiful: The Natural Splendor of Florida is a voyage of sight
and sound into Florida’s stunning seascapes, landscapes and wildlife. The
stimulating soundtrack of Grammy Award nominees and Emmy Award
Winners Emerald Web sets the mood while journeying through Florida’s vast
natural beauty. The entrancing footage of exotic flowers, beaches, everglades
and wild animals captivates audiences.

NATURAL SPLENDORS OF

F L O R I D A

This DVD captures some of the many indigenous species of flora, views of the
rare and endangered Florida Panther, brilliant pink flamingos gathering on the
sand dunes, scenes of the gentle yet also endangered “dancing” manatees, and
the beauty of the ocean at sunset. America The
Beautiful: The Natural Splendors of Florida will
DVD BONUS FEATURES
delight and remind the viewer of just how breath➤ Florida Resource Guide
taking the American landscape can be.
➤
Music by Emerald Web
Emmy Award Winners/Grammy Award Nominees

®

“…a picturesque look at the array of flora and fauna
that make their home the tourist hot-spot of Florida…”
–Billboard
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Florida National Reserve Lands
Florida State Symbols
Bonus Relaxation Music
DVD Recommendations
Dolby Stereo Audio

ISBN 0-8030-2082-1
®

35 minutes plus bonus features
VIEW DVD #2082 $14.98
VIEW VHS #1082 $9.98
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EARTH AID

Our World, A User’s Guide
EARTH AID: Water Conservation

EARTH AID:

View DVD #2545 – List Price $14.98
The amount of water on Earth available for use remains the same even as the
amount of people on the planet continues to grow. Earth’s water comes from
lakes, rivers, streams and ground water (which is where most of the drinkable
water comes from). Every year, garbage, poisonous chemicals and other harmful
contaminants are polluting our sources of natural water.

W A T E R C O N S E R VA T I O N
OUR WORLD, A USER’S GUIDE – Hosted by Ed Begley, Jr.

Host Ed Begley, Jr., Emmy Award Nominee and motion picture star, presents
helpful tips on ways everyone can help to conserve an indispensible natural
resource that Earth and all its inhabitants depend on, water.
“ Breathtaking nature footage introduces this
practical guide to conserving the earth’s water
resources, illustrating just how much we have
to lose.” –School Library Journal

DVD BONUS FEATURES
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DVD Recommendations
Dolby Stereo Audio
Digitally Mastered Audio & Video
Multi-Directional Interactive Menu

®
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ISBN 0-8030-2545-9

20 minutes
VIEW DVD #2545 $14.98
VIEW VHS #1545 $14.98

“Breathtaking nature footage…a practical guide
to conserving the earth’s water resources.”
–School Library Journal
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EARTH AID: Recycling

EARTH AID:

View DVD #2546 – List Price $14.98
Everyday people dispose of 19 million bottles and jars, 46 million cans and
25 thousand televisions, creating pollution and health hazards. EARTH AID:
Recycling shows how recycling conserves the earth’s energy while reducing
the amount of pollution in the environment.

R E C Y C L I N G
OUR WORLD, A USER’S GUIDE – Hosted by Ed Begley, Jr.

Host Ed Begley, Jr., Emmy Award Nominee and motion picture star, discusses
every day steps on recycling, ways to reuse and reduce waist. This DVD
program gives details on recyclables that many people are aware of such as
aluminum, glass and paper as well as enlightens us regarding other products
such as tires and motor oil that not everyone is aware of. To preserve the
balance of natural systems essential to life on Earth, recycling must take
precedence in all of our lives.
“ …this programs concentration of environmentalfriendly facts will provide positive reinforcement
for all who see it.” –School Library Journal

“...this dramatic video...a series of
simple tips about how to recycle...”
–Billboard
®

®

17 minutes
VIEW DVD #2546 $14.98
VIEW VHS #1546 $14.98
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DVD Recommendations
Dolby Stereo Audio
Digitally Mastered Audio & Video
Multi-Directional Interactive Menu

ISBN 0-8030-2546-7
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